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QUESTION 1

A developer is connecting a LookML project to a remote Git repository. The developer wants to track which users are
committing code changes, creating pull requests, or deploying to production when the different Git commands are
initiated from within Looker. 

Which type of Git connection should be utilized to meet this business requirement? 

A. A bare Git repository 

B. Multiple account HTTPS 

C. Single account HTTPS 

D. SSH 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

After running the Content Validator, a developer can see the error “Unknown field”. Which two changes could cause
this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. View name was changed from users to customers. 

B. Field type was changed from number to string. 

C. Model name was changed from e_commerce to reporting. 

D. Explore label was changed from users to customers. 

E. Field name was changed from id to user_id. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

A user reports the following SQL error when selecting the discounted sale price field: 

ERROR: column “order_items.sale_price”; must appear in the GROUP BY clause or be used in an 

aggregate function. 

The developer checks the field definition and finds it to be: 

measure: discounted_sale_price { 

type: number 

sql: ${sale_price} * 0.8 ;; 
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} 

The developer also finds the LookML definition of the sale_price field to be: 

dimension: sale_price { 

type: number 

sql: ${TABLE}.sale_price ;;

 } 

What is the likely cause of the SQL error? 

A. The discounted_sale_price field should have a group_by: yes parameter. 

B. The sale_price field should be defined as a measure of type: number, not as a dimension. 

C. The underlying database table does not have a field called sale_price. 

D. The discounted_sale_price field should be defined as a dimension of type: number, not as a measure. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A LookML developer finishes some LookML work and commits changes in their personal development branch. The
developer is asked to Pull and Merge Other Changes. 

What does this indicate? 

A. A change has been deployed to a shared branch. 

B. A change has been committed in another developer\\'s personal branch. 

C. A change has been committed in another shared branch. 

D. A change has been deployed to production. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer would like to add a new dimension of type: yesno for the enabled column in their users table. The column is
of type: string in the database and returns yes and no values. 

How should the developer define the yesno dimension? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 
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